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Midnight Hunt: M/M Gay Omega
Shifter Mpreg Romance (City Wolves
Book 3)

This book can be read as a stand-aloneMidnight Hunt is the third book in the City Wolves
Series!Description:When an arsonist torches the restaurant where Danny works, it seems like a
random act of violence, but the Manhattan pack soon learns the truth. A former partner of Danny's
has been turned, and there is no line he and his alpha won't cross to bring Danny back to the woods
with them. Mike and Danny must use every resource at their disposal to save everything dear to
them from being destroyed.*Disclaimer*: This book contains adult, sexually explicit content with an
intense sex scene, male breeding and knotting and dominant alpha with his delicate rare omega.
This should not be viewed for anyone under the age of 18
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Mike and Danny are a great couple and make an exciting series. Danny isn't proud of his
promiscuity however it aggravates the situation with a stalker after him. This series has romance,
mystery, and excitement. Loved reading it all.

Book 3 in the City Wolves Series is just as terrific as the first two! Danny & Mike are trying to settle

in with their newest pack members (and their littlest!) when disaster strikes. Will Danny allow Mike to
handle his problems as his alpha? Well, no he won't, but he might just let him help this time. Or
maybe Danny will end up saving Mike!I love this series and can't recommend it enough.*Note - I
received a free copy of this book in exchange for an honest review.

I received a free copy for an honest review of this book.I really enjoyed this book. The main
characters are well developed and the story line is fast paced and exciting. The book links in
characters from previous books and the story follows where the earlier books left off. While it is
better if you have read the previous books, this can be read as a stand alone.This series is exciting
and the flow is fast and you do not have time to get bored. It was easy to read this book in one
sitting.

I received a free copy of this book in exchange for an honest reviewI like Aidens writing style and
find the characters easily relatable. this book is third in the series and while toted as readable as a
stand alone there is a lot of back information missing if you havnt read the first two. it's still an
enjoyable read and I recommend it but it would be good to read the previous books too so all the
details are there.

I received a free copy of this book in exchange for an honest reviewGreat read, loved the
relationship between the two main characters, Mike and Danny, good storyline and enough
suspense to keep me hooked till the end. Would recommend this book to anyone who loves gay
romance

I received a free copy of this book in exchange for an honest review. Midnight Hunt, is quite
predictable. The alpha, Mike and omega, Danny have gone through a lot and they've finally settled
down his their son, Caleb. It impresses me that even with a child, they still feel that love strong
between the two of them. Not a lot of couples have that connection. Envious really. Didn't see the
stalker coming. Not at all. It wouldn't be much of a story if their lives didn't have any conflicts or
challenges. There must be a plot to keep the reader interested. Who knew there could be a man as
disturbing as Steve. Going far enough to get bitten just so he can claim Danny. No words can
describe how messed up that idea is. All the trouble between the fire and Nick to Silas getting shot
puts strain on Danny. Inevitable. The guilt is riddling him down. The tension is expected from
everyone involved which ultimately destroys a long relationship which was strained from when Mike

first showed up in New York. I would have never guessed that an omega would have the guts to
interrogate an alpha, Jim, yet he did. Go Danny! Mike, the alpha, damsel in distress. Danny, omega,
prince charming. Danny for the win! Didn't see him killing Jim. Though. Speechless for a few
seconds. Yes, I wrote this review as I was reading it. It works for me. Midnight Hunt was a good
read. It may not be as suspenseful as other novels but it's a fast read and it keeps one wanting
more. I'm impressed with what I read.

In this recent installation, Bates has Mike and Danny confront Dannyâ€™s past. The author
conducts an inquiry about going against oneâ€™s natural leanings, and living oneâ€™s own
authentic life. For Danny, that meant sexual partners until Mike showed up. However, this novel
explores what happens when your past comes back to haunt you. Danny faces his concern that his
past actions against his monogamous nature caused problems for his Manhattan Pack. Mike helps
him deal with his guilt. Together they fight the threat to their child and their pack. Again, this novel
delivers both sex and action in an excellent form. Both are interwoven and integral to the story.
Questions and connections from the first two novels are asked and answered in a style that takes
shifter literature to a whole new level. I care about Mike and Danny (and their pack). The characters
are amazing and flawed. I love the fact that Bates writers three-dimensional characters in a genre
that relies on flat, fix characters. Excellent novel. I canâ€™t wait to read the next one!NB: "I received
a free copy of this book in exchange for an honest review."

I absolutely loved this book and the series as a whole so far. The story is well plotted out and flows
very nicely. I love that Mike and Danny are still in love with each other and that they are both so in
love with little Caleb. The thing I love most about this story is that Mike (the High Alpha) cherishes
and defers to Danny (his High Omega). When the craziness started happening, Mike never once
blamed Danny for things out of his control. He remained loyal and supportive. They trust and
support each other through good and bad. I was biting my nails with the crazy stalker piece. How far
to the left can a person be and how much crazier was Jim to condone that insanity. I shouted when
the Pack took Steven down and danced a jig when Danny put Jim down. Mike allowed Danny to do
what he needed to do to move on with his life. And when Danny and Silas reconciled it brought
tears to my eyes. All was made right in their world. I am looking forward to see what happens next, I
know it will be wonderful. "I received a free copy of this book in return for an honest review/"
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